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0. INTRODUCTION 
IT IS KNOWN that there are some examples of finite group action on homotopy sphere of 
dimension ~6 such that the fixed point set consists of exactly one point [S, 6, 7, 41. In 
dimension 3,4 and 5. no examples of such action on homotopy sphere are known. In this 
note we assume that manifolds are smooth manifolds and actions on manifolds are smooth 
actions. This note asserts: 
THEOREM (0.1). Let G be ajnite group, and 1 a homotopy 4-sphere. Then G cannot act on 
X so that the orientation is preserved and the fixed point set consists qf exactly one point. 
We notice that if Z is not a manifold, the statement is false. In fact the reduced 
suspension of Poincare sphere S3/SL(2, Z,) is homotopic to S4 and has a left action of 
SL(2, Z,) with one fixed point. 
In a forthcoming paper we shall treat the actions on 3-sphere. Notice that Poincare 
3-sphere has an action of SL(2, Z,) with one fixed point. 
The proof is based on an observation about the moduli space of G-invariant self-dual 
connection. We reduce the proof of a key lemma (Lemma (3.1)) to an analysis of 
S. Donaldson in Cl] quoted as Theorem (1.1). M. Morimoto pointed out to the author that 
the above theorem holds without the assumption of orientation preserving action [S]. The 
author is grateful to M. Morimoto for suggesting the problem and the above examples. 
1. LlFT OF ACTION 
Suppose a finite group G acts on a homotopy 4-sphere C preserving orientation, and 
there is an isolated fixed point .x0 on X. We fix a G-invariant metric on C. Let P’ be a 
principal SU(2)-bundle with c2 = - 1. For technical reason we treat the principal S0(3)- 
bundle P= P’l( + I i rather than P’. In this section we construct a lift of G-action on P. We 
need Sobolev spaces of sections of vector bundle associated to P or P’. Let Lp denote the 
sections with first k-derivative in Lp. Let 5% be the set of L:-connections on P. $5 is identified 
with the set of Li-connections on P’. Let 9’ be the set of Lt-gauge transformations of P. Any 
gauge transformation of P can be lifted to a gauge transformation of P’, since the 
obstruction is an element of H’(& Z/2)=0. Therefore if Y’ is the set of Li-gauge transfor- 
mations of P’, then 5’ = fF’/( + 1 )-, and K/9 is identified with g/9’. Since P’ does not admit a 
topological reduction to an Si-bundle, any connection on P’ or P is irreducible and w/Y has 
a natural structure of Banach manifold [3]. 
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The moduli space ,K of self-dual connections on P is defined by 
_.N={[A]E%/9; *F(A)=F(A)) 
where F(A) is the curvature of AE’??, and * is Hodge’s star operator on R’(adP) 
(udP G P,, x so(3)). 
In [I] Donaldson works in terms of P’, % and Y’, but we can rewrite the result there 
word by word in terms of P, % and $4’. What we need is the following. 
THEOREM (1.1) ([I] III.3,111.4). We cun deJine density map 2: ..N-+(O. xc) and center map 
x: ,M+C satisfying the following. 
(1) i. is continuous, and x is continuous for small I., an 
(2) For small i.,, Jt’lio has natural smooth strucrure, and p=(s, i.): S //io+X x (0, &) is u 
difeomorphism. 
(3) CX\.Jfl,, is compact. 
Now we consider the action of G. For each g E G, the pull back g*P is isomorphic to P 
because G preserves the orientation of C. Take any isomorphism P-+g*P covering the 
identity of C, then we get a lift @ P-+P of g: Z-+X. Define a right action of G on X/9 by 
[A]++[Q*A]. Since 3 is unique up to gauge transformations, this action is well defined. The 
definition of the center map and the density map only depend on the metric of 1 (and 
arbitrary fixed cut off functions) [I7 III], so when the metric is G-invariant, they are also G- 
equivariant maps. Especially MiO contained a fixed point [A01 corresponding to (.x0, 
i.,/2) E C x (0, &). We choose and fix A, representing the class [AJ. For each element g E G, 
there is a lift 8: P-+P of g: C-+X such that A,, is $invariant. We claim that .y’ is uniquely 
determined by this condition. If there is another lift 3’ of g such that A, is g’-invariant, then 
h =$0-l is a gauge transformation and A, is h-invariant. Since the center of SO(3) is trivial, 
h is equal to the identity when A, is an irreducible connection. Now since P admits only 
irreducible connections, the claim follows. Thus we have constructed a lift of the given G- 
action to P by g++J so that A, is invariant under this action. 
2. INVARIANT SELF-DUAL CONNECTION 
Let VP, be the set of G-invariant Lz-connections on P, and 9, the set of G-equivariant 
L:-gauge transformations of P. There is a natural map %‘,/Y,+(%/!C)G = ([A] E%/%; 
[Q*A]=[A] for any g EC). Let 4 be the restriction of this map on C//,= ( [A]E((;~/!$~; 
*F(A) = F( A) i to ./fG =. N n (%‘/Y)G. In this section we observe that 4: c ii’,+. NC is a 
homeomorphism onto some components. Actually we consider %G/%ci + (%‘/%)G rather 
than 4. _ 
LEMMA (2.1). %G/~G-(%?/%‘)G is injective. 
Proqf If fe 9 satisfies f*A, = A, for some A,, A, E%?~, then for any gE G the com- 
mutator [g,f] E 9 satisfies [&f]*A, = A,. Since A, is irreducible and the center of SO(3) is 
trivial, we get [Q,f] = id,. This implies f~ 9c. 
LEMMA (2.2). UG/9G-+(%/%)G is a closed map. 
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Proof: Suppose (Ai) c %, and {fi) c io satisfyfrAi+A, in %? for some A, E%. We 
show that [A,] E%‘/%’ lies in the image of %,JYG and is equal to the image of the limit of 
{ [Ai]} in +ZG/gC. S’ mce %/CC? is Hausdorff [3], (g/Y)’ is a closed subset and contains [A,]. 
Then, as in $1, there is a unique lift to P of the G-action on C such that A, is invariant. For 
g E G, the lifting action is described as & for some f, E 9. We shall refer to this action as 
twisted action preserving A,. From the slice lemma [ 1, 31 for %/fF, the neighborhood of 
[A,] E %‘/97 is modelled on a neighborhood of 0 in 
Ker( d: ~ : L:(R’(asP))~L:(RO(adP))) 
which is decomposed into the G-invariant part and the complementary part for the twisted 
G-action preserving A,. Therefore, if i is sufficiently large, there isf: E Y such that fi * Ai is 
G-invariant under the twisted action, andfi*Ai+A, in %. Then the irreducibility of A,, the 
triviality of the center of SO(3) and the relation 
implies that .fiQf, =gf; as automorphism of P. Thereforefjf(i- ’ E $9, for any i and j. We fix 
sufficiently large i,, then_&-‘*A, is the limit of {fiO-‘*f;*Ai} c V,. 
In the above proof if A, is in VG, we showed from the slice lemma that the neigh- 
bourhood of [A,] in (%‘/9)G is identified with the neighborhood of [A,] in %G/teG. This 
implies: 
LEMMA (2.3). %G/‘9G~(%?/%)G is a local homeomorphism. 
We restrict Lemma (2.1), Lemma (2.2) and Lemma (2.3) to &G and JYG to obtain the 
following. 
PROPOSITION (2.4). (1) %?G/YG+(%‘/S)’ is a homeomorphism onto some components. 
(2) I#I: _L/,-+.flG is a homeomorphism onto some components. Especially the connections in 
-Hi0 =X x (0, j.o) corresponding to (x0, i.) (OcE.<i.,) is in the image O~C#I. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM (0.1) 
In this section we prove Theorem (0.1). 
Suppose so is a single fixed point. From Theorem (1.1) (2), the fixed point set &$‘fU of _N,, 
is diffeomorphic to the open interval (C x (0, i.J)‘= {x0} x (0, E.,). Then from Proposition 
(2.4) (2). the inverse image $- ‘(.R’fJ is also diffeomorphic to (0, i.o). Moreover Theorem 
( 1.1) (3) implies . /LG \,4 - I (Aif,,) is compact. To prove Theorem (0. l), we only have to show 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA (3.1). The S’%,-equiuariant equation *F(A)- F(A) = 0 on $5, which dejines A, can 
be perturbed to obtain a I-dimensional manijold as solution in ~G/~G which has the same end 
as %N,. 
In fact, since any l-dimensional manifold does not have exactly one end, this is a 
contradiction. Lemma (3.1) is shown exactly the same way as in [l.III, 21 if the section 
A -*F( A)- F( A) cuts 4- ‘(JfJ transversally along the slice of gG/YG. We only observe 
the transversality in the following. 
For any invariant self-dual connection AE%‘,, we can associate a complex (3.2): 
0 -+ R”(adP)G~R’(adP)G~p_R2(adP)G+0. (3.2) 
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Here p_(a) = (*a - a)/2. This is a the subcomplex of G-invariant part of (3.3): 
0 + RO(adP)~n’(adP)~p_R’(adP)~O. (3.3) 
Let Hb and Hi be the i’th cohomology of (3.2) and (3.3) respectively. When i., is sufficiently 
small and &A)EJ?~,,, then HZ=0 (11. Since Hi is regarded as the subspace of G-invariant 
part of HZ, this implies Hi = 0. This is the required transversality. 
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